Hybrid method combining superpixel, random walk and active contour model for fast and accurate liver segmentation.
Organ segmentation is an important pre-processing step in surgery planning and computer-aided diagnosis. In this paper, we propose a fast and accurate liver segmentation framework. Our proposed method combines a knowledge-based slice-by-slice Random Walk (RW) segmentation algorithm (proposed in our previous work) with a superpixel algorithm called the Contrast-enhanced Compact Watershed (CCWS) method to reduce computing time and memory costs. Compared to the commonly used Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC), we demonstrate that our CCWS is more appropriate for liver segmentation. To improve the methods accuracy, we use a modified narrow band active contour model as a refinement after the initial segmentation. The experiments showed that the superpixel-based slice-by-slice RW could segment the entire liver with improved speed, and the modified active contour model is more precise than the original Chan-Vese Model. As a result, the proposed framework is able to quickly and accurately segment the entire liver.